Dynamic Effectiveness of Random Forest Algorithm in Financial Credit Risk Management for Improving Output Accuracy and Loan Classification Prediction
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ABSTRACT

With technology impacting several sectors, it can be imagined that the financial sector has a lot to benefit from the increasing level of technological innovations. These institutions take from the surplus of the economy and lend to the deficit sectors of the economy. Individuals and organizations obtain credit facilities from financial institutions to meet basic needs and boost their businesses. However, the stability of the economy is better guaranteed when borrowers pay back the loans availed to them rather than default. This study aims to identify the effectiveness of Random Forest in credit scoring using 32,581 observations. The study proved that Random Forest provides better output accuracy of 91% based on Gini Index for variable selection according to the level of importance when compared to Decision Tree with an output of 83%. It offers better credit scoring accuracy and credit rating as a result of its classification power. The objective of the study is to point out the random forest predictive strength using an unprocessed German credit dataset from Kaggle and to provide an explainable framework sufficient for Financial Institutions and banks to make decisions when granting loans to existing and new applicants.

1. INTRODUCTION

Credit scoring techniques are used to monitor and evaluate systematic risk when customers apply for loans in financial institutions and banks [1]. Using data the bank has per time-based on Irish banks data, logistic regression recursion parting (RP), conditional influence trees (CIT), SVM, least absolute shrinkage select operation (LASSO) approaches and it was stated that support vector machine (SVM) has higher performance than other algorithms based on area under the curve (AUC). Credit scoring objectives are to assess the economics, and credit risk through the use of immediate warning techniques to forecast possible defaults and remove items that could be a risk to the process.

Several works have discussed machine learning loan default prediction noting that it uses logistic regression for classifying its purpose because of its large sample size and relationship among variables and also deep identification of relationships in the set of data [2]. Other researchers have focused on the role of artificial intelligence and big data on loan decisions in Saudi Arabian banks which rely more on traditional means of making loan decisions by adhering to stipulated guidelines of the bank but this however led to identifying the statistical and major relationship between AI and decision making on loan availed noting that there was a relationship between experience and use of big data [3].

The focus of this work is to provide a better, understandable, and interpretable credit scoring model for financial institutions and banks using the Random Forest technique.

2. RELATED WORK

Several machine learning algorithms have been used in credit scoring while some machine learning algorithms provide better accuracy than traditional credit scoring methods as a result of their limitations which can introduce other errors and can affect the result of the model. Random Forest is an ensemble decision tree that helps in data analysis where variables of the dataset have multicollinearity and variable relationships and it comprises a selection of trees to make a forest [4]. According to Madaan et al. [5], Random Forest was compared with decision tree and it was observed that Random forest gave 80% better accuracy than Decision trees, however, the result can be better given a default probability. Other works like Zhang et al. [6] provided optimization of random forest algorithm using grid and feature reliable scoring model.

Most banks require the loan status of the clients to identify their ability to pay back using machine learning techniques like Random Forest and according to the study by Vanara et al. [7], Random Forest help minimise the risk inherent in classifying the loan applicants having a result of 85.75%. Another researcher mentioned having used Random Over Sampling with random forest improved the accuracy to 90.1% and without the Random over-under sampling gave 76% [8]. Other methods used in credit scoring entail weighted random forest based on Gini Index and the outcome gave a forecasting accuracy of over 70% on an imbalanced credit dataset better than just a random forest [9]. There are several machine learning methods like Naïve-Bayesian Forest, Decision Tree, and KNN classifier and they all have their advantages and disadvantages, not as good as Random Forest as mentioned by Wang et al. [10]. Several ways in which the creditworthiness
of customers can be improved to identify a customer’s possibility of a default or non-default.

An ensemble decision tree algorithm can help minimise overfitting by improving the output result [11]. Another way to improve the accuracy of models based on machine learning in credit scoring is to eliminate unwanted features by implementing parallel random forest and also enhancing its performance having 76.2% on a German dataset and 89.4% on an Australian credit dataset according to Van Sang et al. [12]. An ensemble method like AdaBoost, Bagging, and Random Forest are three algorithms that produced a higher performance by classifying good from bad loan customers [13].

Another comparison of several machine learning classifiers using information gain as a feature selection method along with Random Forest and the output provided better efficiency and minimal positive rate that provided a higher-performing credit scoring output of 80.70% better than Chi-Square and gain ratio [14] while it is believed that risk can be minimised in credit scoring by aggregating feature selection models like Principal Component Analysis and Genetic Algorithm and Random Forest as well as Support Vector Machine [15].

Credit Scoring is a technique adopted by various banks and financial institutions to classify the customers who are likely to default, or pay based on existing or historical credit features like Interest rate, repayment amount, Credit and Debit Turn over, Tenor, the purpose of the loan, age of applicant among others.

2.1 Definition of random forest

They are ensembles of decision trees as displayed in Figure 1; it handles datasets from minimal to medium volume, both classification and regression problems, and usually result in a very good outcome. Random Forest can proffer solutions to business or organisations pressing real-life problems like in credit scoring, object identification like in Traffic among others. In Machine learning, Random Forest being a supervised algorithm is fast during computation, and forecasting, and based on a statistical model, it is useful in visualization and it can identify the relationship and relevance of variables. It can provide solutions to bagging problems and proffers solutions to decision tree problems [16].

Ensembles use two methods which include Boosting and Bagging. As the name signifies Bagging is a combination of bootstrap combinations and its example is Random Forest while boosting combines lesser training models with each other to develop a better model and then selects the end model with the highest accuracy. An example is Ada Boost and XG Boost.

2.2 Bagging and boosting ensembles in random forest

The ensemble is building a couple of forecasting models and merging their results into a stronger individual forecast.

Figure 1. Explains the combination of decision trees as a Random Forest and based on the mode of the outcome, the best output is accepted [17]

2.3 Nodes: Architecture of decision tree

Decision Trees consist of three significant nodes namely Root Node, Leaf Node, and Decision Node as shown in Figure 2. These nodes of each subset of the dataset operate based on the splitting possibility that occurs on each node, the Root node begins by splitting into homogenous mini sets [18] The decision node and leaf nodes are the end output of the tree and it can comprise of two or more branches [19]

Figure 2. Depicts the various nodes that make up a decision tree [20]

3. METHODOLOGY

This section describes the methodology behind Random Forest for its positive impact on credit scoring classification, and its performance using 32,581 observations of a credit dataset comprising 12 variables.

3.1 Random Forest algorithm

This work emphasis how Random Forest is better used for classification problems since the Decision tree has several limitations, maximises the entropy gain, it is highly sensitive to training data and so susceptible to high variance which might not generalise. Random Forest on the other hand is not sensitive to training data sets since new dataset sets can be developed from an existing dataset with the variables unaltered and this process is called Bootstrapping while the Decision tree is trained on each new dataset. The output of the trained new dataset is derived based on a portion of the dataset used which makes up the Random Forest.

To make predictions, a new data point is used to predict by sending it through each of the trees producing an output of each tree. The output predictions are combined and the output with the highest occurrence between 0 and 1 is selected as the best, this is called Aggregation. The combination of Bootstrapping and Aggregation is called Bagging [21], While Random Forest is training, several actions take place like sampling data and sampling the variables during a split. It also tackles during training out of bag problems and it helps tune the parameters in the dataset. Out-of-bag occurs when subsets of observations are not picked as a result of bootstrap
aggregation by an individual tree in Random Forest during training [22]. The study gave oob score of 0.905 which is close to the performance based on test data. It shows that it is used to validate and confirm the Random Forest Model as also mentioned by Enes [23]. Some researchers believe the number of trees needed in a Random Forest relies on the number of rows available for better results [24] while others believe enhancing the power of prediction by increasing the number of trees improves the outcome but minimises computation [25]. In this work, the number of trees used is a minimum of 50 estimated trees with a random state set to zero (0) for consistency in the output in every code runs for train-test split and to have a balanced processing time. The study showed that deciding on using more trees did not have any significant impact on the output but rather increased time complexity [26]. Furthermore, feature selection was used to enhance the parameters evaluated during the training process which also contributed to the reduction in computation as mentioned also by Hassine et al. [27].

3.2 About dataset

Data was taken from Kaggle, consisting of 32,581 observations with 12 Variables. The credit dataset is an unprocessed German dataset and the Variables are person_age, person_income, person_home_ownership, person_emp_length, loan_intent, loan_grade, loan_amnt, loan_percent_income, loan_status, loan_int_rate, loan_month, loan_year, cb_person_default_on_file, cb_person_cred_hist_length as shown Figure 4 and the Dataset was split into 70% Training and 30% Test data.

![Figure 3. Pearson correlation used to determine the statistical relationship between the variables ranging from -1 to +1. where +1 denotes a positive correlation while -1 denotes a negative correlation. This figure shows minimal relationship between the variables.](image)

The Credit dataset is a financial data that is used for predicting the loan status of applicants where the Target Variable Y is the loan status comprising of 0 and 1 which makes it a binary classification problem (Where 0 denotes Paid and 1 denotes default) as explained in Figure 3.

**Step 1:** Importation of Dataset and Data exploratory analysis: Dataset is imported and data Exploratory is done to have an idea of the dataset visually also from the data it was observed that the variables consist of integer, character, and double category.

"Figure 4. The different variables and their classes in the unprocessed dataset before converting categorical columns to binary"

One of the efficiencies of Exploratory Data Analysis is that it helps identify errors in the dataset like nulls which are handled using the interpolation technique of known values to estimate unknown values. EDA gives insights into the different data types available in datasets as shown in Figure 4 which are converted from categorical to numerical using dummy encoding.

**Step 2:** Data Cleaning and Data preprocessing

As part of Data analysis, data cleaning helps identify missing values and handle errors like outliers. In order to improve the performance, factors were considered to enhance data processing and feature selection. The number of input variables was reduced using filter feature selection. In supervised learning, the filter method used Feature Importance technology to remove irrelevant variables based on their relationship with the target variable to enhance the efficiency of the model [28]. The nulls and missing values were handled using the interpolation method.

To avoid overfitting the number of trees estimated is 50 while Bagging/Boosting trained the model on remaining training data based on bootstrapped samples.

**Step 3:** Feature Importance: This is used to determine the hierarchy of importance of the variables needed for the model. Random Forest uses Gini Index to select the best present split. It identifies the mean gain of purity of an identified variable based on the split. The maths behind this work is to identify the features based on relevance and remove redundant features in Gini impurity.

\[
Gini(d) = 1 - \sum_{i=0}^{n} r(P_i)^2
\]

**Formula 1:** Gini Index ranges from 0 to 1, it calculates for all columns based on available conditions and picks the column with the best minimum Gini index as a criterion for the split. Where P is the probability of splits that happens in the tree, by calculating the impurity of the node using classification [29] that occurred during training.

Feature Importance is a resident property in tree Based classifiers used to display the score of individual variable in a dataset such that the higher the score the better its relevance to the target variable in determining the loan status [30]:

i. Identify target variables and a random dataset.

ii. Data Partitioning into training and test data.

iii. Establishing the Random Forest Classifier by training the data.

iv. Analysis and impurity computation is achieved

v. Weight average is derived from node impurities having values ranging from 0 to 1 [31].
This step helped to minimise the dimensionality of the model and enhance performance as well as manage processing time by removing features that will not contribute to the performance of the model as displayed in Figure 5.

**Figure 5.** The variable based on the level of importance as a result of Gini Index computation

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The methodology compared Random Forest and Decision tree modeling on Intel Core (TM) i3-10110U CPU@2.10GHZ with 12.0GB of RAM under windows 10-64 bits, processorx64.

4.1 Random forest and decision tree comparison

In financial institutions and banking, non-performing loans caused by internal factors started as a result of the inability of financial institutions to run a proper credit check of clients before loans or credits are availed. Rather than adopting the traditional means of evaluating credit datasets, Random Forest has shown better fairness and performance in classifying loan applicants. From this work, the outcome of the study showed that the random forest model produced approximately 91% better performance while Decision Tree gave an outcome of 83%. Table 1 showed that the feature importance technique gave insights into the calculated score of the features loan_percent_income, person_income, loan_int_rate, loan_amnt, person_emp_length and person_age have higher impact scores than others, and based on the confusion matrix as shown in Table 2 it was able to truly predict 7390 true observations correctly and 771 correctly negative. Table 3 displayed the classification report performances of the two models. The result clearly shows that Random Forest outperformed the Decision tree.

4.1.1 Random forest and decision tree evaluation using confusion matrix

According to Figure 6 and Figure 7, it visually explains the combination of the predicted and actual classes. The confusion Matrix shows how well the model has performed for each class type and clearly shows the number of classifiers predictions that were correctly classified and also shows when the classifier was in doubt. The diagram (Figure 6) shows here the classifier struggled at classifying the defaulters having a recall value of 0.67 approximately. Figure 7 shows here the classifier for the Decision tree struggled at classifying the defaulters having a recall value of 0.38 on the Confusion Matrix.

**Table 1.** Indicates loan percent income as the most important variable having 0.23

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>loan_percent_income</td>
<td>0.237518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>person_income</td>
<td>0.174074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loan_int_rate</td>
<td>0.142518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loan_amnt</td>
<td>0.096405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>person_emp_length</td>
<td>0.07469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person_age</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.** Shows the default and non-default percentages of the Random and Decision Tree algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Random Forest</th>
<th>Decision Tree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 1</td>
<td>0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>7524 220</td>
<td>7390 771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>677 1354</td>
<td>1260 354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where Precision = True Positive/(True Positive+False Positive) = 7524/(7524+677) = 0.92

**Table 3.** Summary of accuracy measure for random forest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Random Forest classification report</th>
<th>Decision Tree Classification report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro avg</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted avg</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

818
To meet the obligation of stakeholders of any financial sector, it is necessary to have a standard, interpretable, and easy-to-understand model which can help enhance accuracy. As a result of its predictive power, it can be used to detect diseases like Parkinson accurately [33] and also help with fraud detection. In this study, Random Forest gained insights into financial data, it showed that it can easily be trained [34], and gave a better prediction accuracy than decision Trees. It perfectly handles bias and it is not prone to overfitting because of its ability to average trees across iterations.

4.1.2 Dynamic effectiveness and usefulness of Random forest

Random forest is a popular machine-learning technique that can be used to solve both regression and classification tasks. It works well with large datasets and can handle lots of input variables in a dataset. It's capacity to estimate missing data and enhance accuracy. As a result of its predictive power, it can be used to detect diseases like Parkinson accurately [33] and also help with fraud detection. In this study, Random Forest gained insights into financial data, it showed that it can easily be trained [34], and gave a better prediction accuracy than decision Trees.

5. RECOMMENDATIONS

One of the challenges in credit scoring is the inability to develop a simple yet performing model that can be used to accurately predict defaulters and non-defaulters. Random Forest has proved time and time again the efficiency of its classification power in credit scoring as a result of its ensembling decision trees power and ability to overcome errors inherent with decision trees.

Random Forest can provide computationally minimised cost solutions for financial Institutions' expected accuracy. The outcome of the study shows that Random Forest can help prevent overfitting and overcome limitations as a result of choosing variables based on level of importance.

The application of the Gini Index for computing feature importance also assisted in the removal of inefficient variables from the dataset. This result can also be enhanced in the future by improving Random Forest using Hybrid Modelling techniques for higher prediction accuracy and easier interpretation for financial institutions and banks.

6. CONCLUSION

A major driving sector of any economy is the financial and banking sector which provides services to individuals, and corporate organizations to meet basic needs and improve business drive. Machine Learning has been adopted and implemented over the years to enhance loan prediction in credit scoring. Loans availed to customers can affect the stability and growth of this sector if not repaid as at when due. To meet the obligation of stakeholders of any financial sector, it is necessary to have a standard, interpretable, and easy-to-understand model which can help enhance the accuracy of loan classification, and handle large datasets provided by financial sectors. This will help classify defaulters and non-defaulters better thereby minimizing financial loss. In this study, the efficiency and predictive power of Random Forest is compared with that of the Decision Tree. As a result of this comparison, the output of the study showed that Random Forest gave better performance than Decision Tree based on the German dataset used. Future study on the comparison of different feature selection techniques will be done to reduce the irrelevant features that will not contribute to the efficiency.
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